
Talks and Workshops in
Networks and Computers
from Brad Templeton
My edge: Comedy

While each talk presents vital insights and information
about the future of computer-related technology, the
talks are not dry.  I created
rec.humor.funny/netfunny.com, which from 1988 to 1994
was the most widely read publication on the internet,
devoted to jokes.  I know how to make an audience laugh
with my talks and workshops.  That’s important, because
research shows that unless you generate emotion during
a talk, people don’t remember what you taught.   People
will come away informed, but I will also keep their
attention and see the lighter side.

The Future of Computing (45-60
minutes)

This talk covers a range of subjects about computing and
networks, including some special subset talks that can be
broken out individually

Lessons from the Internet on an exponential revolution:
What the internet and software teach about how to run a



company in the 21st century.
The coming abundance of bandwidth (including Google
“Loon”)
New user interfaces including augmented and virtual
reality
The Internet of Things (optional demo of bluetooth tags.)
 Note this is a somewhat skeptical presentation which
points out that the IoT is still a marketing concept rather
than well understood changer of how people live, but it
covers what’s really happening.
Quick Moore’s Law introduction
Quick bitcoin introduction (10 minutes)
Models of future network dominance

Robocars: Computers driving cars and
changing the world (20 to 90 minutes)

(This is my most popular talk.)

With my history as a writer, consultant and advisor to the
Google car team, this is one of my most popular talks.  I
cover the technology of cars that drive themselves, and
their incredible consequences for saving lives, energy,
cities, retailing, food, industry and many other aspects of
life.   Short versions are available, but with questions this
topic can fill an evening.   Includes some videos and is
always engaging with the audience.

Companion Workshop: Future city of
Robocars (45 minutes)



In this workshop, students break into groups to role-play
various interests in the future of transportation, such as
car companies, police, safety agencies, insurance
companies, truck driving unions and the disabled.  They
then speak to the group in a town hall to discuss how to
regulate the technology.

        Advanced Robocars:  Ranging from
15 minutes to 2 hours

For audiences who are beyond the entry-level talk, I can
discuss a wide variety of topics in this area.  I can also
add special segments to the main talk aimed at particular
audiences.

What’s new from all the major players in the space
Sensors (vision, radar, lidar, maps) and the different
approaches
Accidents and insurance
Networking, security and communications
Approaches: Neural networks and traditional algorithms
The hard challenges and testing
Governments and policy
Delivery robots and the future of retail
Electric robocars and vehicle design in the future
The future of public transit, the future of mobility and the
future of cities

Hot Robocar issues: Everything you
know is wrong (30 to 90 minutes)



For advanced audiences on self-driving cars, an
examination of the big issues and myths frequently seen
in the industry and the press.

        Robocars and mobility in depth

We can go deep into various sub-topics including
insurance, real estate, energy and the nature and future
of our cities and workplaces.

Where’s My Flying Car?

Covering robocars, I briefly touch on the nascent industry
for electric vertical takeoff, and the potential to move
people efficiently in the air.   Where we’re going we don’t
need roads.  I can go into more depth on the various
teams working on this and their projects, and the
implications.

Intro to Exponentials

Singularity University programs always begin with an
introduction to the general thinking behind the whole
institution, the idea of learning from the computer
revolution to break habits of linear thinking and move into
exponential thinking.  This is the story of how exponential
change is rewriting the world and every industry and how
companies can deal with this disruption.   It includes
some key lessons from computers and networks on how
to have an exponential revolution.   I also have the ability



to do general introductions to all the exponential topics,
such as digital biology, medicine, energy, new business
models & disruption, AI, robotics, forecasting, the future
of work, open source, policy and ethics and much more.

Open Q&A (As long as desired)

Some audiences may appreciate pure open Q&A or an
interview from a moderator followed by Q&A.   I can cover
my topics of expertise, of course, but can also do quite
well on most of the Singularity University talks on the
future of AI, Robotics, Biotechnology, Energy, the
Singularity itself and related topics like Nanotechnology,
technology history, philosophy, ethical implications, EFF
Issues (free speech, privacy, surveillance, network policy,
etc.) and more.   With an audience fluent in English I will
be entertaining as well as informative.

Everything your business needs to
know it can learn from the computer
industry (30-60 minutes)

This talk (still in development) explores what the
computer and internet industries have had to learn and
understand to live in a world where everything is
exponential, a world where products go obsolete in 2
years and everything is half-price before you know it.  
Many of the lessons learned in this incredible revolution
apply to most of the non-computer sectors of the world
who must now compete in the digital age.  Topics include:



Moore’s law: How it works, why it happened, where it’s
going
The secret ingredients that let the internet beat all the
other networks
How software is eating the world and why this forces
every company to become a software company or die
The story of open systems and how they beat proprietary
Disruptive, deceptive technology and how it crushes
entire industries
The advantages founder-led companies gain over board-
led ones
What to do when the computer becomes the most
important part of your product
How to get (portions of) big companies to act more like
small companies and stay alive

Moore’s Law (15 minutes to 40
minutes)

More depth on what Moore’s law really is and how it
progressed, in the interests of understanding the
archetype of exponential revolutions which is driving all
the others.

(I also often have a guest speaker from the chip industry
cover Moore’s Law.)

Computer Insecurity (15-25 minutes)

A brief introduction to computer security and why and



where it fails, as well as an introduction to the important
concepts of public key cryptography and signature that
underlie all the world’s financial and data security.  Often
paired with the Privacy talk for a Security+Privacy session
at 45 minutes.  Understanding of public key crypto is also
useful in understanding Bitcoin.

 Computers, Privacy and the NSA (20-
45 minutes)

With my background as Chairman of the EFF from 2000
to 2010 I present an analysis of privacy in the digital age,
including an understanding of why privacy is important.
 This is followed by the story of what’s been revealed by
Edward Snowden about the activities of spy agencies like
the NSA.   I also cover the risks involved in moving all our
data to the cloud and building surveillance in from the
ground up in our computers, and the risks to privacy of
future AI technologies.   This talk can generate lots of
questions and debate (which also can be moved to the
workshop.)

Companion Workshop: Surveillance
City of the Future (45 to 60 minutes)

Participants are placed in a city of the future which is
debating installing a giant surveillance system with
cameras everywhere and AIs that spot all the faces and
tie all movements to data collected from social networks
and online activity to reduce crime and terrorism.   They



split into groups to role-play stakeholders like police,
spies, the poor, the counterculture and the mafia to
debate whether the town should install the system.
 People generally have fun playing these roles before the
crowd and come to understand other viewpoints.

Talk/Workshop: Bitcoins and the
Future of Money (30 to 90 minutes)

A new digital money named Bitcoin is sweeping the
world.  Bitcoin is a digital money that decentralizes
banking, a currency that can cross borders, allows mostly
anonymous payment, but works without banks or nations.
  In the longer version, an understanding of how Bitcoin
works and the issues behind it is presented, and in the
workshop, participants are given a small amount of
bitcoin and get to transact and exchange bitcoin with
other participants, and if suitable, use it to buy prizes or
“shwag” from the conference organizer.    Typically
participants should receive $5 to $20 worth of bitcoin as
part of the budget, which they will keep afterwards
unless they spend it there.

In addition, of participants receive 3 to 4 six-sided dice
each, we can do a simulation of how the Bitcoin system
actually works -- something that’s fairly difficult to
understand.

Audiences are full of questions on Bitcoin and expect
Q&A to go as long as you let it.



A much shorter introduction to why people care about
Bitcoin can be done in 5-10 minutes and is done as part
of the “Future of Computing” session.

The future of humanity

New in 2019, I have been talking about how technology
will change us and society, and the backlash against
technology, what how we might try to understand it, and
(attempt to) manage it.

The Future of Creativity and Copyright
(20 to 60 minutes)

Making money from creativity by selling copies is failing
as a business model.  This talk surveys all the different
alternate methods being discussed for an economy of
creativity, from patronage and advertising to whole new
styles of economics.  Particularly of interest to media
groups and futurists.

Exponential Organizations

I can present Singularity University’s investigation into the
business techniques being used by the world’s fast-
growing, industry-changing companies that we call
“exponential organizations” and how other companies
might leverage them.   What are the surprises learned
from the internet and computing that can apply to the
rest of the world as it goes digital?



The ethics of Copyable People (30 to
60 minutes)

This talk on the philosophy of AI -- on the edge of
science fiction (which is not part of the mainstream SU
curriculum) has been presented in evening talks and as a
lecture at Stanford University.  Going farther into the
future into a world where there are either uploaded
people or AIs as smart as humans, this talk examines the
issues of having thinking beings which, being like
computer programs, can be copied.  The talk examines
what mind and consciousness are, and the emerging
philosophy of “patternism” which says it’s acceptable to
be Captain Kirk and get into the Transporter beam which
vapourizes your body and creates an exact duplicate
down on the planet.

Other talks:

I have spoken on various other topics outside of
Singularity University.  Some of these talks are much
more technical.   With effort, talks on these subject areas
are possible.

New ways to organize computer operating systems to
improve ease of use
Lessons from VoIP, instant messaging and presence
Internet Governance and domain names
“They’re coming for your computer” -- efforts to control



how computers work from outside the computer industry.
Living the history of the internet, USENET and more

Custom talks:

I can naturally make talks that combine any of the above
topics as long as time is available.   But it’s also possible
to build brand-new talks for your interests and audience
on a wide variety of topics related to what you see above,
and many more.   Naturally that requires more
preparation.


